NOTE: When registering online, enter ONLY the course section that corresponds to your major lessons professor. This is a change from previous semesters that utilized the singular class number system.

All students register into the section of the head studio faculty member per instrument. After lesson assignments are made, each student will be swapped to their appropriate section.

Please see Christopher Walker (room 224) if you need to register for Jazz Senior Recital Capstone (MUJS 4720) or Jazz Graduate Recital (MUJS 5533). These recitals count as your jazz lessons in the final semester of study. Doctoral candidates registering for Dissertation Recitals do so with Drs. Colleen Conlon or Brian McKee in the Graduate Advising Office, Chilton Hall room 211. These specific DMA recitals do not count as your jazz lessons.

### Jazz Saxophone
- Brad Leali, MU 351 – brad.leali@unt.edu
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3532.700
  - Master’s: MUJS 5532.700
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6532.700

### Jazz Trumpet
- Philip Dizack, MU 339 – philip.dizack@unt.edu
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3536.700
  - Master’s: MUJS 5536.700
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6536.700

- Rob Parton, MU 353 – robert.parton@unt.edu
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3536.701
  - Master’s: MUJS 5536.701
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6536.701

- Rodney Booth, MA 121 – rodney.booth@unt.edu
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3536.702
  - Master’s: MUJS 5536.702

### Jazz Trombone
- Nick Finzer, MU 107 – nicholas.finzer@unt.edu
- Tony Baker, MA 116 – tony.baker@unt.edu
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3537.700
  - Master’s: MUJS 5537.700
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6537.700

### Jazz Piano
- Dave Meder, MU 272 – david.meder@unt.edu
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3531.700
  - Master’s: MUJS 5531.700
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6531.700

### Jazz Guitar
- Davy Mooney, MU 277 – david.mooney@unt.edu
- Noel Johnston, MU 277 – noel.johnston@unt.edu
- Paul Metzger, MU 277 – paul.metzger@unt.edu
  - Fr/Soph: MUAC 1526.700
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3526.700
  - Master’s: MUJS 5526.700
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6530.700

### Jazz Bass
- Lynn Seaton, MU 279 – lynn.seaton@unt.edu
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3538.700
  - Master’s: MUJS 5538.700
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6538.700

### Jazz Voice
- Lynn Paul Metzger, Noel Johnston, Davy Mooney, MU 277
- Nick Finzer, Rodney Booth, MA 121
- Tony Baker, MA 116
  - Dr. Colleen Conlon or Brian McKee in the Graduate Advising Office, Chilton Hall room 211

- Dr. Quincy Davis, MU 133 – quincy.davis@unt.edu
- Jose Aponte, Bain 201 – jose.aponte@unt.edu
- Steve Barnes, MU 139 – stephen.barnes@unt.edu
- Stockton Helbing, MU 139 stockton.helbing@unt.edu
  - Fr/Soph: MUAC 1521.702
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3521.702
  - Master’s: MUJS 5521.702
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6521.702

### Jazz Strings
- Scott Tixier, MU 333 – scott.tixier@unt.edu
  - Fr/Soph: MUAC 1504.730
  - Junior/Senior: MUAC 3504.730
  - Master’s: MUJS 5504.730
  - Doctoral: MUJS 6504.730

### Jazz Composition
  - *Permission Numbers for all Composition and Arranging courses kept
  - *Prof. DeRosa on faculty development leave in Fall 2020
  - Kevin Swaim, MU 331 – richard.derosa@unt.edu
    - Undergraduate: MUAC 3539.700
    - Master’s: MUJS 5539.700
    - Doctoral: MUJS 6539.700
    - *Prof. DeRosa on faculty development leave in Fall 2020
  - Alan Baylock, MU 275 – alan.baylock@unt.edu
    - Master’s: MUJS 5534.701

---

**Jazz SECONDARY Lesson Sections
Fall 2020 (1208)**

ALL Secondary lessons will require department approval to register. Please contact these professors for approved consent.

### Holding Sections
- Dave Meder
  - UGRD Jazz Piano: MUAS 1501.730
  - UGRD Jazz Piano: MUAS 3501.730
  - GRAD Jazz Piano: MUAS 6501.730

- Scott Tixier
  - UGRD Jazz Strings: MUAS 1504.730
  - GRAD Jazz Strings: MUAS 5504.730
  - GRAD Jazz Strings: MUAS 6504.730

- Quincy Davis
  - UGRD Jazz Drum Set: MUAS 2512.702
  - UGRD Jazz Guitar: MUAS 5527.730

- Davy Mooney
  - GRAD Jazz Guitar: MUAS 5527.730

### Jazz Voice
- Scott Tixier
  - UGRD Jazz Guitar: MUAS 1512.730
  - GRAD Jazz Guitar: MUAS 5512.730

- Nick Finzer
  - UGRD Jazz Tbn: MUAS 3517.730

- Quincy Davis
  - UGRD Jazz Drum Set: MUAS 2512.702

- Davy Mooney
  - UGRD Jazz Guitar: MUAS 5527.730

Jazz Voice – all jazz voice secondary students will now be a part of a group secondary classes. The following apply to undergraduate and graduate interest:
  - UGRD: MUJS 4890.702